
Robert Smith
Retail Customer Service 
Representative

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Review daily ORCA reports, 215, 903, ineligible upgrades Perform regular mock audits for 
Coshocton location Send and receive shipments from stores.

SKILLS

Excellent ability to multitask, Exceptional organizational.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Retail Customer Service Representative
ABC Corporation  2007 – 2010 
 Provided the best professional relationship for Marzetti customers, brokers, and sales with 

whom I dealt with on a daily basis by ensuring orders were completed by the end of the day, 
all pending emails and customer requests were handled with complete professionalism.

 Ensured that all my daily issues and orders were handled promptly and that the brokers and 
customers received the best customer service.

 Responsible for the southern region grocery stores in making sure orders were fulfilled daily in
Prism and their specific requests and concerns were handled as well as confirming any 
questions on product knowledge the customer should have Worked in collaboration with 
production when there was any question of available stock for the customers orders during 
rushed requests or short lead orders.

 Made sure the product was available and when it would produce if it were not available.
 Checked all available products if there were short lead orders, making sure no other 

customers would be shorted.
 Worked closely with the brokerage office in ensuring the customers orders were invoiced 

correctly by matching our Adesso pricing Ensured that the proper paperwork was filled out for 
distribution.

 Completed the monthly report of order volume.

Retail Customer Service Representative
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2007 
 Maintained a clean, neat, organized and safe work environment.
 Greeted all customers and provide them with prompt, courteous service and assistance.
 Followed appropriate procedures for receiving, code dating, preparing, storing, and price 

marking, arranging, and restocking products to ensure .
 Coordinate and compose craft demonstrations [] Conduct inventory Train new employees 

Order inventory Operate cash register and balance drawers at .
 Processed cash and credit transactions with speed and efficiency in a busy retail store.
 Delivered excellent service to customers in order to encourage repeat business.
 Closed and opened the store requiring punctuality and the ability to accurately close out 

registers.

EDUCATION

BS- 1991(COLUMBUS COLLEGE OF ART &amp; DESIGN - Columbus, OH)
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